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The Criminal Justice System of India has
collapsed: Shankar Bidari, IPS

Panel Discussion on
Multi-Dimensional
Persp e ctive of Disabi lity

Department

Kristu

Jayanti College of
Law in association with Indian Economic Trade Organisation conducted a State level
Conference on “Security for
Prosperity” on October 07,
2017.Mr. Shankar Bidari, IPS,
Former DG and IGP, Government of Kerala spoke about
the relevance of the topic and
how it has become an international importance. “Security prerequisite for prosperity
and external security, which
is responsible for the security of our country, left for the
defence. Law should be effective and everyone should get
justice if they deserve it and

if anyone has done any crime,
then he or she must be punished. But, unfortunately the
criminal justice system of India has collapsed,”he opined
and also raised a question to
the gathering “Can we call our
nation as a civilized country?”
that made everyone think for
a while. “We need to build up
the criminal justice system
promptly which matters our
countries security and the
importance of dealing things
the cyber security with security system so as to protect
our country,” he added.
Mr.Asif Iqbal, President of
Indian Economic Trade Or-

don’t put yourself into a box
of gender, family and society. Come out from those
boxes,” said Ms. Shazia sIl-

Engineers India. The Women Empowerment Cell conducted the fifth National
Conference on Transmuting

of Social work
organized a panel discussion
on multidimensional perspective of disability on October
12, 2017. The session was moderated by Dr. A Thirumoorthy,Professor and Head Department of Psychiatric Social
Work (NIMHANS). He mentioned about the sociological,
psychological, legal aspects of
disabled persons and how to
effectively manage disabilities
through medical and sociaetal
changes.“We should give equal
opportunities for people with
disabilities and understand
them,” said Ms.Nimisha Jashnami, Principal Consultant –

ganisation talked about the
importance of security for the
prosperity of an individual
when he preluded the conference. “As legal professionals
we will be trusted, if we know
about the security breaches
and everyone is supposed to
undergo security awareness
programmes,” he said. Security for better world and security issues for India’s growth
were the two main topics discussed. The sessions by various personalities including
IPS, DCP, DIG, IGP, Human
epartment of Social Work
right commission and nuclein association with CBM Inar scientists.
dia Trust Organized a National Conference on ‘Disability
Management at Work:Problem
and Prospects’. Dr.Himangshu
Das,Director of National Instito handle everything. People tute for Empowerment of pertalks about confidence but sons with multiple Disabilities
the important thing is basic (NIEPMD) Chennai was the
integrity and how you keep Chief Guest. In India, there is
it. Accept everything, the one or two seats are reserved
pain and struggle, it’s all part for the disabled in every govof your life,” Shazi aadded in ernment sector, unfortunately,
50 per cent of seats are vacant.
her inaugural address.
Ms.Lilla Gourley, Manager, These seats are vacant due to
Audit services, Grant Thorn- the absence of qualified pro-

50 per cent of disabled seats are
vacantin India

D

National conference on Transmuting Women
through Values and Well-Being
“ This is your world. Please an the Additional Director

mi, who is a active Journalist, and a passionate woman
who comes from a Muslim
family, currently working as
Issue editor & Design : Besty Joy

women through values and
well-being on 12 October,
2017. “Transmute fear factor
into confidence and be brave

Disability Inclusion, Diversity
and Equal Opportunity, Bengaluru.
Jayna Kothani, The Executive
Director, Centre for law and
Policy Research, remarked the
importance on the rights of individuals with disabilities, the
job reservation in Government
sector and also about the reasonable accommodation for
them. Mr. Manoharan Ranganathan, Regional Coordinator of South India for Human
Rights Defender Alert, spoke
about the five principles of
Human rights that are Irrevocable, Indivisible, Inherent, inalienable and universal.”

ton said that “Education is
the key for all the success
and it will take you out.If you
have education then you will
get money, more resources
and you can easily help others. Keeping your perspective in mind stick to your
dreams and then you should
explore.

fessionals. There are several
agencies organising educational programs and professional
training for them but they are
not coming forefront to accept
it and make use of it. The society needs to be empowered to
empower change the different
abled individuals rather than
discriminating them,” said Himangshu.
Ms.
AparajitaDhar,
Programme Director, CBM India Trust and Fr. Joskutty PD,
Principal, Kristu Jayanti College, were also present along
with 100 participants.
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UGC - National University Film Making Competition
Theme : Create an even Awareness on Ragging amongst
students
Deadline to submit to the College : November 15
First prize Rs.5 Lakh
Second priz - Rs. 3 Lakh
Third prize - Rs.2 Lakh
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